The Maremma
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eBOOK
Understanding, raising and training your maremma.

This book is copyright to www.maremmano.com © 2012
By purchasing this book you agree that you will download the book for your own personal
use only. You may print this book if you wish but I ask you to think of the environment.
Your purchase of this book does not include permission to transfer this book to any other
person by any electronic or printed means.
I hope you enjoy this book and find it assists you to raise your maremma to become a
confident, trustworthy dog in your own individual situation.
Please join us in discussions about the maremma at:
http://maremmano-dog-world.com/maremma_community/
registration is free and everyone is welcome!

If you have any questions you are welcome to contact the author and owner of
www.maremmano.com - Katrina Jeffery by email: katrina@maremmano.com
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INTRODUCTION
Livestock guarding dogs are a type of dog used to guard livestock against predator attack
and there is a range of breeds used around the world for this purpose.
These dogs have a unique temperament and not so much display behaviours that are
different to other breeds of dogs as they DO NOT display behaviours that so many other
breeds of dogs do.
They are one of the oldest breeds that have been recorded.
Recordings in the first century says that the sheep dog must be white, the reason being that
at dawn the wolf will come to the herd and the dog will fight the wolf in defence of the herd.
The shepherd will then wish to help the dog but he must not be misled into harming the dog
instead of the wolf.
The hard life, the harsh and solitary life to which these dogs have been accustomed to
for centuries has given them a temperament that is very special to THEM.
They will always be diffident to strangers and will maintain a spirit of initiative. Maremmas
have too much dignity and pride, together with an inborn sense of responsibility for what
they have to do, which is the guarding and defence of their property, be this a herd, territory
or home, virtually anything that needs protection.
This is one of the traits of the maremma that must be completely understood by anyone
considering the maremma as a pet. The maremma will want to guard and defend his family
and his property.
What constitutes successful guarding of livestock is the absence of losses to predators not the body count of dead predators.

This book is designed to help you raise and live happily with your maremma sheepdog
whether you use your dog as a full time livestock guardian on a large property, a general
small holding guardian or as a companion dog.

Use the contents to find the information that is suitable for your situation, but also reading
the entire book will give you insights into the nature of these dogs that will help you live with
your maremma in any situation.
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What is a maremmano abruzzese or maremma sheepdog?
Originating in Italy, these majestic dogs have been used as livestock guardians, primarily of
goat and sheep herds for over two thousand years, a history that on its own commands a
certain amount of attention.
The correct way to pronounce the name of the breed is shown phonetically as
mar - EMM - ah.
So there is a slight emphasis on the middle of the word, and you will notice that it is not a
hard E as in sleep, but a soft E as in pen.
The correct Italian name is: Cane Da Pastore Maremmano Abruzzese. This is literally translated
as "the dog of the shepherd of the Maremmano and Abruzzese regions".
In most english speaking countries the dog is known as the Maremma Sheepdog. However
this name can be misleading as 'sheepdog' brings the connotation of a dog that herds sheep.
The maremma will NOT herd your flock, though they may be seen leading a flock to feeding
areas, or the flock may run to the dog if they sense danger and then even follow the dog to a
safe place. This behaviour is amazing to watch - seeing a herd of animals, naturally fearing
dogs, run to their dog and follow his lead! Throughout this book you will find the dog
referred to as either the Maremma, or the Maremmano Abruzzese and you can consider them
to be one and same dog. You will also find that for simplicity I will refer to all maremmas as
‘he’ or ‘him’ but both sexes are always included.
These dogs are unique, but do share some characteristics with the other breeds that are
classed " Old World Breeds "

Italian shepherds have laid their very lives in these dogs hands, by having to sleep out in the
wild, when needing to take their herds out for feeding. The lifestyle was wild and rugged, and
the dogs have a disposition allowing them to seem quite oblivious to the harshest of weather
conditions, whether the summer heat or the winter snow, and even today they retain their
rustic character, requiring little food for their size and little training and supervision.
The predators were ominous and life-threatening to both shepherd and sheep alike,
consisting mostly of wolves and European brown bears.
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Now many people raise a viable question immediately upon being presented with the duties
of the Maremma - "Since dogs themselves are predators, how can they be trusted to
guard?"
Perhaps the studies carried out at the School of Natural Science in Massachusetts have come
up with the best explanation.
The behaviour of animals is directly related to the way they are built.
The most obvious example is that wings are for flying and feet for walking. Animal breeders
select two animals with the characteristics they desire, breed them together and so
strengthen these desirables.
Now in the case of breeding Maremmani, the desirable is a dog with a strong instinct to
guard, no instinct for herding, coupled with a physical size comparable to the predator at
large. This breeding selection of course is not achieved within one or even two generations,
but over more than two thousand years of such breeding selection the characteristics are well
defined within the Maremmano Abruzzese.
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TEMPERAMENT
Understanding the temperament that has been bred into these dogs for thousands of years is
the key to a successful relationship with your maremma.
Whilst these are ‘dogs’ and many basic principals of living with and training dogs apply, these
are surely the most different natured dog that you will encounter.

Understanding Livestock Guardian Behaviour
The maremma sheepdog displays a unique temperament.

It is necessary to understand this well, in order to correctly evaluate your dogs behaviour, and
know if he is showing correct or incorrect bonding and guarding behaviours. Sometimes I
receive enquiries about patterns of behaviour, that are worrying owners, and sometimes
these prove to be quite typical, even desirable behaviours. Understanding the behaviour of
the maremma sheepdog is the key to success in raising your puppy to be an effective
livestock guardian, or to integrating more maremmas into your farming situation and dealing
with issues that can arise with a pup that is maturing.
Please note that whatever you read here on the differences in behaviour traits that
have been bred into these dogs THEY ARE STILL DOGS.
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The instinct to mate is as strong in the maremma as in any breed of dog and they will
breed with other breeds of dogs. All responsible dog owners neuter their animals if they
are not expressly planning a breeding program for them.
Please note when speaking about dogs in general in this website the terms 'he' and 'him' are
used but are used to refer to both males or females unless the context indicates the subject is
specifically male.
There are many other big white guardian dogs spread over Europe and whilst there are some
differences between the breeds there are more similarities.

Behaviour Characteristics of dogs and maremmas
To begin with we all know that different breeds of dogs look different to each other. Studies
have shown conclusively that differences in the physical appearance of dogs is related to
behaviours.
Actually this has always been known, before modern deliberate research, but in a more 'gut
feeling' type of way - breeders would choose to keep pups that 'looked' like their best dogs,
expecting them to perform in a similar manner.
Maremmas have short thick muzzles, broad
heads and floppy ears, giving a large puppylike appearance that many people find quite
endearing.
The maremma will regard anything they
guard as their 'livestock', be it animals, people
or even crops and territories.
In studies at the School of Natural Science in
Massachusetts during the 90's, Maremma
pups were raised with Border Collie pups as
though they were littermates.
Time and again, as the pups grew and matured, the Maremma pups became aloof, solitary
and clung to the livestock, whilst the Border Collie pups ran around together 'eyeing' the
livestock and attempting to herd them. Maremma pups never develop 'the eye'. These
research projects are discussed in more depth in the research section. These dogs are surely
different from any other dogs, particularly different from all the sheepdogs that have been
created by man, created to be a robot and receive instruction and training. The way in which
these 'white sheepdogs' were and are used have taught him to look after himself, to use his
initiative and his brain without waiting for the help of man.
This is one of the traits of the maremma that must be completely understood by anyone
considering the maremma as a pet. The maremma will want to guard and defend his family
and his property.
One of the integral part of this guarding behaviour is BARKING.
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Learn how to nurture your maremmas natural behaviour whilst raising
your puppy
There are 3 critical parts to the behaviour patterns that have been bred into the maremma
sheepdog that go together to create a fantastic guardian.
Each are important and together form the unique behaviour that characterises all the
livestock guardians of the world.
Each large white guardian dog breed, and individual dogs within each breed, display some
different physical characteristics and therefore have some differences in the guarding
behaviour they display, whilst all having a common set of traits. From here you can learn to
understand each of these characteristics and apply this knowledge to assisting your pup to
grow into an effective livestock guardian for any situation.

ATTENTIVENESS
Maremmas are selected for their unique ability to follow other animals.
Now it's true that other dogs display some of this behaviour - a dog will follow and stay with
his owner for example. However the amount of attention a dog pays to his owner is usually
connected to the depth of the bond between them. For example notice a family pet that is
'bonded' to his family. Will he show the same amount of attentiveness to every family
member? Usually it will depend on how much time individuals spend interacting with the
dog, or doing things the dog enjoys being around them for, and how dynamic the interaction
is between them.
In fact a dog may be more attentive to a family member who often scolds the dog or removes
it from family situations. You have all seen this type of behaviour - one family member walks
in the room and the dog who was relaxed and in the middle of things, stiffens and moves to a
corner then keeps a one-eyed watch on that person. The dog however will be attentive to this
person in a negative way and this kind of attentiveness is not the subject of this page.
Again, it is certain that some dogs will bond to another dog, a cat or other pet and display
attentiveness towards that animal. However this does not mean that if you obtain a second
pet the dog will be sure to bond to the new one as well, it could be quite the opposite in fact.
The attentiveness displayed by livestock guardians is a direct result of the dog bonding
to a group of animals of another species.
These dogs not only follow a flock or herd for a while, but will follow them 24 hours a day.
They will bond to the herd, and even though you can often notice that they have favourites in
the herd, this is only a part of normal social interaction with them having a place in the herd
or flock.
What is truly important here is that the maremma bonds to the group.
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This means that if you add more animals to the group, apart from the new animals possibly
having to adjust to the close presence of a dog, the dog accepts the new animals in rapidly. If
you remove animals from the group, even the dogs favourites, the dogs bond and therefore
attentiveness to the group will not change.

Quite remarkable when you really
think about this! They will be seen
loafing amongst the livestock during
the day, and may seem lazy and
inattentive, but they know when the
danger is greatest, and are alert
instantly. In fact a maremma that is
napping in the day is often still
surprisingly aware of its surroundings.
By night, they are much more active patrolling the boundaries, urine marking and sounding
out their warnings. During daylight hours, the approach of a stranger will often see the dog
retreat into the herd. This behaviour will be discussed in more depth in the section on
Protectiveness.
They treat livestock as though they are littermates or higher members of a pack ranking, and
will lick livestock about the mouth as they once did their dam, littermates and higher ranking
dogs in the pack.

They have a love for their master or owner and for the animals they are bonded to, but never
a submission or dependence and never subservience, even if at times they choose to do
something they are asked.
No single dog will be the full culmination of every desirable trait.
That just isn't a real situation. In fact as well as the 3 livestock guardian behavioural traits,
every individual dog also has a base personality.
This is also important as when you use a pack of livestock guardians you will soon notice that
there are many parts to the job of guarding a large group of animals and a pack made up of
blend of individuals with differing natural talents will become the most efficient pack.
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TRUSTWORTHINESS
The basis for trustworthiness is the absolute total absence of predator behaviour.
This is absolutely critical in appraising the worth of your livestock guarding dog and there are
signs that can be seen from when puppies are young.
We can handle in a pack situation having some dogs not so attentive to the livestock. Some
dogs will roam boundaries and known danger zones of a property, urine marking and
ensuring there has been no trespassing predators.
We can handle that some dogs are less protective but will instead help lead the herd away
from danger whilst more protective dogs make the stand.
But what we must have faith in every dog is that it is can be trusted to be alone with the
animals it is protecting.

Basic behaviour traits to look for to identify that your dog can be trusted
with his livestock.
No matter what breed of dog you own, start watching your dog keeping in mind that dogs
behave from motor patterns. How does your dog behave in different situations, with different
people and with animals? There are many negative behaviour traits that a dog can display
and too often these are interpreted incorrectly.
When approaching livestock, the trustworthy Maremma will behave submissively.
Dog behaviour mostly consists of body language rather than vocal behaviour. Start watching
the way your dog behaves when you are walking him and people or other dogs come into
view and approach.
What do you notice? Does you dog try to make himself look bigger and make a lot of eye
contact? Does your dog cower or show other signs of fear?
A well adjusted livestock guardian will approach livestock with squinted eyes, ears laid back
against the head, avoiding direct eye contact and may even go as far as laying down on their
back.
They will often be interested in 'investigating' the livestock. This is observed as the dog licking
the livestock around the mouth, anal area and udder.
Livestock that bond back to their guardians accept and even seem to enjoy these greetings.
However you should be aware that when introducing your first livestock guardian dog to
your livestock, they may react quite aggressively towards the dog as they are likely to have a
fear of dogs that overrides their understanding of the signals the dog is giving them to
indicate it is not a threat to them.
The dogs in the photos below are all displaying beautiful calm attitudes - notice the goats are
as calm with a dog amongst them as the dog is?
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This is very different to the way a predator would approach livestock. The intention of the
behaviour is to put the livestock at ease, showing them that the maremma is no threat. It
often confuses people not used to maremma behaviour to see the way the maremma
interacts with his flock, but the body language is complex and gives many important
messages to the livestock. All good livestock guardians will display this behaviour as do the
maremma sheepdogs.
Behaviour traits that should be missing to identify that your dog can be trusted with his
livestock
•
•

•

Total lack of 'eyeing' the livestock. This is seen clearly in the sheepdog breeds that are
used to round your animals up. Their attentiveness is a very different thing.
Lack of chase behaviour. This is a motor pattern stage that follows on from 'eyeing'. It
is worth noting however that chase-play behaviour in pups is often seen, and is most
common when the livestock guarding pups are actually bonding well to their herd.
This is discussed further in the section on raising pups and correcting undesirable
behaviours.
Aggressive behaviour should be quite absent in your dog. Read the section on
protectiveness to understand the important difference between the two.

PROTECTIVENESS
This is based in the Maremmas ability to react to any deviation from their normal
routine.
The Maremma will bark at anything he senses to be out of the ordinary or in any way
threatening.
The Maremma uses tactics on predators that are designed to confuse rather than threaten
back, and have been proven to be very effective. Typically, the Maremma will rush out, tail
raised barking, then suddenly turn, tail between legs and run into the herd. This may be
repeated several times and can very suddenly end in attack. The important point here is
'their normal routine'. Socializing a maremma and introducing him to many different
situations allows them to become 'normal' to him.
To illustrate the difference between 'normal' and showing protectiveness - Dione lived most
of her life in the back hills of my farm, interacting only with her goats, chickens, pony and our
family. To her, anything outside of this is 'not normal'. She found being removed from the
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paddock stressful, and was not interested in interacting with people for more than a few
minutes at a time, often seeming to only tolerate much attention.
Briana was obedience trained by her first owners and well socialized. She had lived in three
homes before coming to me, all in very different circumstances. She lives in the house area,
interacts with visitors, and even comes out with us to different places. What is 'normal' to
Briana would not be normal at all to Dione! But this is fine as Dione and Briana have different
functions on the farm, and the two make a good 'blend' covering the whole property.
However, they both show the same degree of Protectiveness.
It is not something that is taught or trained into a maremma, but something bred into them,
and you have to understand their desire to guard. If the maremma is to interact with people,
then they need to learn social skills in the same way you would teach social skills to a puppy
of any dog breed. Dione showed a deep level of protectiveness towards her herd of goats
and the property. She would urine mark the property every day and be the first to rush out
barking at any perceived threat.

In these photos we can see clearly the barking and rushing behaviour of a livestock guardian.
Briana showed a deep level of protectiveness towards her human herd. She would insist on
inspecting visitors arriving at the property for the first time, and would not allow them to
touch family members until she was satisfied they were 'safe'.
Once this was established she was very social with people, even strangers, however we did
call her the 'manners-police' as she did feel that it was terribly important that everyone
'played nice'
True protective behaviour develops with maturity, and is directly related to the degree of
trustworthiness and attentiveness the dog has shown as a pup. In other words, a maremma
that has bonded to their charges will always display a deep level of protectiveness as they
mature.
This makes it important to ensure that pups are raised well and are not put in situations
they can't handle - for example a single young pup should not be expected to protect a
large herd with a serious level of predator activity in the area.
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How Livestock Guardians do their Job
Guarding by a Maremma is carried out on three levels.
1. Barking.
If something is sensed to be out of place (often beyond man's senses) the maremma will bark.
This is possibly one of the main causes of problems with owners of maremmas - we need our
dogs to do their job properly, but neighbours rarely appreciate a barking dog. It is definitely
true that some maremmas will bark more than others, as part of their individual nature.
Maremmas are selected for their ability to bark at anything they sense is out of the normal. If
the predator (or perceived threat) moves closer, the barking will become more agitated,
giving way to snarls and growls that warn of imminent physical attack when very close.

2. Scent Marking.
The maremma will mark out its territory with urine that advertises to predators that they are
intruding. This is a very powerful communications tool between canines and should never be
underestimated for it's effectiveness.
It is said that dogs see the whole world through their nose! The maremma will inspect
territory boundaries daily, marking the boundaries to alert other canines that the boundaries
are regularly visited. It is interesting to note that it is done by both male and female
maremmas - even bitches will cock their legs and mark like a dog.

3. Patrolling.
Maremmas are often perceived as sleepy and lazy during daylight hours, saving their energies
for after dark patrolling of their territory during the time of greatest threat. However they do
not sleep all day, and when you have a pack of maremmas guarding together they will split
the duties up. They will inspect boundaries regularly, and will often be seen going ahead of
their livestock to new areas of grazing for the day, inspecting it for safety first. It is amazing
how people report that the livestock learn to follow subtle communications with their
maremmas and will wait until the maremma has inspected and given the all clear, before
moving to a new grazing area of a paddock.
The livestock develop a very special bond with the maremmas just as the maremma bonds to
his livestock. They learn to depend on the maremma for safety, and appreciate the patrolling
and warnings their maremma gives them. It is very common to see that when livestock hear
their maremma give a sudden warning bark, they run to the maremma for safety.
Maremmas are fast and as agile as any cat, and even as a pup learn to distinguish between
familiar and suspect noises. However they are strong dogs and strongly built, but they must
maintain agility to be typical of the breed.
They must never become heavy overweight dogs. They must always be able to fulfill their
duties, cover their territory and face any threat. This is where the importance of breeding
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maremmas according to the breed standard is of great importance to the breeder of working
dogs.
The standard describes a strong large dog, able to match large predators. It describes a body
structure that is capable of enduring harsh conditions, rough territory, and rigorous work.
A maremma that has poor topline, leg and hip angles, feet placement and depth of chest is
not fit for the work! Remember if you invest in a maremma, you are investing in 10 - 14 years
of robust guarding.

Why are all Maremmas not the same?
Having now looked at the special characteristics that make a livestock guardian, we must
understand that not every pure bred livestock guardian puppy will behave the same way as
the next.
This is due to individual base personalities that your dog possesses.
Just as people are all born with base personalities, so are dogs. In the situation of running a
pack of livestock guardians, in fact these personality types provide a well rounded guarding
situation.
We have all heard the saying that too many cooks spoil the broth. How well would it work if
you had 5 livestock guardian dogs and all of them insisted on leaving the herd every morning
to do the fence rounds and mark 100 acres of territory? Any predator watching this behaviour
for some days would soon learn that the herd is not protected for an amount of time each
day.
In fact there are a few key behaviours that differ amongst maremmas that are discussed here,
and having a range of personality types in your livestock guarding dogs will give you the
most effectively protected herd.
One of the most important points in this is you cannot buy a young puppy and expect
that it will grow up to become the perfect guardian alone.
It is true if you have a very small property, a low level of predator activity, and only a handful
of livestock, a single dog may be sufficient.
However in most farming situations you need 2 or more livestock guardians. How can a single
dog be expected to handle an attack from a pack of dogs anyway?
Please note that effective guarding behaviours that have been discussed here have no link to
hormones, and therefore have no link to the gender of the dog. NEUTERED livestock
guardians are actually the most effective guardians as they are never distracted by the call of
nature to breed.
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The alpha guardian
This dog is the one that normally conducts the boundary marking and is often the first to be
heard barking. What is interesting however when you have a pack of maremmas guarding is
that you will often notice that one maremma does most of the territory barking marking
during the day, whilst another does this more in the night. A pack will split the duties to
achieve the highest protection for your herd whilst conserving energy for the pack most
efficiently. The nursemaid guardian typically attracts young livestock or spends much of its
time sitting amongst the livestock seeming to be doing very little, however the dog is being
attentive to the livestock which is an important desirable behavior trait.

The nursemaid guardian

This dog is most often seen loafing amongst the
herd. When young are born in the herd, you will
find this dog always seems to have them around,
they seem to attract young livestock. When one
of the scouts or the alpha begins a warning bark,
the herd will quickly move towards this dog (if
you have a large pack of guardians you will likely
have several of these dogs).
If the threat seems to be quite real and predators
are in the area, this dog will begin to lead the
pack to a safer area so the other dogs can deal
with the threat. I don't think the role of this type
of guardian can be underestimated!
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The scout guardian
This dog does not so much mark the perimeters of the territory as they scout. If the livestock
are moving, the scout dogs will go ahead and out to the sides ensuring that the livestock only
move to safe areas. Depending on the size of the herd and property they can seem to range
over quite wide areas, following scents and noises they perceive to ensure safety. A single
guardian One of the biggest problems with attempting to have a single livestock guardian is
that no one of these personality types alone can give true protection.
An alpha guardian will give the best protection on its own, however if you have a large
property, they will leave the herd to mark boundaries, having to judge the safest time of day
to perform this duty.
Still, remember if you have packs of predators, no single guardian can protect on its
own.
A single nursemaid guardian is more concerned with leading the herd away from danger and
looking after young, old or ill livestock. This type of dog on its own is perceived as not being
protective enough. A scout guardian is the one that gets itself into trouble for wandering
and is perceived as not being attentive to its herd.
Unfortunately you cannot be sure when choosing a puppy which personality type it will
possess, however there is further information on puppy behaviour differences to assist you.

How do livestock guarding puppies behave?
Whilst livestock guardian puppies are puppies and display many common behaviours with all
puppies, they also display some significant differences.
Maremma pups are more physically advanced than many breeds of dogs at an early age.
Typically a litter of maremma pups will have their eyes open around day 9 and by 14 days are
deliberately attempting to leave the nesting area to relieve themselves, displaying an
incredible awareness of their surroundings as soon as their eyes begin to focus.
Also around 14 days they begin to notice any person or animal entering the area and will bark
in response.
By 3 - 4 weeks old they are out and interacting with the livestock, though please take into
account the type of livestock you have, as I wouldn't put small pups out with large, heavy
livestock too early. It is not uncommon by 4 weeks of age for maremma pups to elect to sleep
in a pile out in a paddock with their livestock even in winter. There is nothing like seeing a pile
of puppies unfold and shake frost off themselves in the early morning!
By 5 weeks it is common to observe maremma puppies sitting very still and calm, and
scanning the horizon for long periods of time. They are learning their surroundings, and what
looks, sounds and smells normal and learning to identify any differences to this. This
particular behaviour is not commonly seen in other breeds apart from livestock guardians. For
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example border collie pups at this age are beginning to practice 'the eye' - you will see them
lowering their bodies and following the movement of livestock or people and beginning to
attempt little chase behaviours. Maremma pups will not display this behaviour at all. Pups
will however engage in a lot of play behaviour. To many people this looks cute, however it is
critical training for them. The main play behaviour they engage in involves chasing each other
(but minus the 'eye' behaviour), using a shoulder thrust movement when alongside another
pup to knock the pup off balance, and wrestling. In actual fact this play behaviour is training
for how to defend against a predator.
This play behaviour however does not stop once puppyhood is over but continues
throughout their lives.

Playing with livestock
This is the most serious breach that can occur when you are raising a livestock guarding
puppy with livestock.
The pup bonds to the livestock and sees them as littermates.
This can result in the pup attempting to initiate this play behaviour with the livestock as the
need to learn this behaviour through play is deeply embedded in their character. The results
can be minor or serious injury to livestock who are unable to return the play behaviour. The
behaviour is very different to predator behaviour and is not meant to injure by the puppy, but
remember a maremma pup can reach 40 kg or more within 6 months and do serious damage,
without even realising how big and strong they have grown.
Raising a pup with an adult dog or pack is the best and easiest situation as the other dogs will
play with the pup whilst preventing the pup from playing with the livestock.

Puppy attitude to livestock.
If your pup was born amongst the livestock, then coming out of the whelping area and into
the barn or paddock is purely natural to your pup and they will act submissively towards the
livestock whilst wishing to investigate them.
They will attempt to lick the livestock about the mouth and will attempt to follow the
livestock from as early as a few weeks of age. Of course they are too small to be allowed to
range far as they would become exhausted, but the behaviour patterns will be observed from
very young ages.
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If you have acquired a pup that was not born or raised among livestock you have to allow for
an introductory stage with some patience. Even more important is the situation where your
livestock have not had a guardian dog with them - they will be wary of, or even aggressive
towards dogs depending on the type of livestock you have.
You must protect your pup from being injured both physically and emotionally by aggressive
livestock. It can be best to have a strong crate for the pup to be amongst the livestock safely,
and let the pup out with you for short periods to accustom the livestock to the new
pup. Again the easiest situation is when you already have other livestock guarding dogs as
they will take care of the introductions and safety of everyone.
For this reason, many people prefer to obtain an adult dog as their first livestock guardian,
but they can be difficult to buy as it takes a lot of time and effort to raise pups to adulthood to
provide them for sale. However some large properties allow breeders to do just this, and
allows them to ensure that a pup is attentive, trustworthy and protective.

Motor patterns in dogs and how they influence behaviour
Whilst it is true that dogs display 'intelligence' it should never be confused with human
intelligence or emotions. Motor patterns are inherent in a dogs genetic make-up and it is the
particular motor patterns that make a pointer stop and point, that make a border collie eye
and chase, whilst a blue heeler will bite the livestocks heels and a livestock guardian will do
none of these things.
Whilst training your dog of any breed will build on these genetic motor patterns, it will not
create them and this is an important distinction. Dogs present many motor patterns of
behaviour for all kinds of situations.
This section discusses the predatory motor patterns as this is an important subject to
understand both for the way your livestock guardian behaves, making him trustworthy with
the livestock, and how his behaviour confuses predators and disrupts the predatory motor
pattern they are engaging in.
There are a number of steps in the predatory motor pattern, and a kill is only able to be
achieved if all the steps can occur in sequence and without interruption.

What we often interpret as emotions in a dog are really reactions to stimulus, with motor
patterns of behaviour resulting.

Orient:
The dog positions himself in the environment in relation to structures and the prey he is after.
Let's use the example of a dog in the wild who has come across a herd of sheep. The dog
locates the sheep, examines the perimeters and finds a good place to begin the hunt from.
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Eye:
The dog now crouches low and begins to examine the actual herd, eyeing them to spot if any
in the herd look weaker, somehow infirm or very young. Dogs don't just rush wildly into a
herd of animals hoping they will grab something along the way, they eye the herd and single
out one animal to target.

Stalk:
The dog now begins approaching the chosen livestock in a crawling manner, remaining as
undetectable as possible for as far into the stalk as possible. This is important to get the dog
as close to his prey as possible before the chase begins to give him the best advantage.

Chase:
Once a target is chosen, the dog may eye the herd for some time waiting for the target animal
to move more to the edge of the herd, or for the herd to be completely ignoring the dog if
they scented the dog and were wary. The chase is initiated with the dog concentrating only
on the chosen target - the dog needs a high level of concentration to perform the chase
through to the next stage with the minimum of energy expended.

Grab-bite:
This behaviour is intended to get the prey off their feet, end the chase and ready for the next
stage

Kill-bite:
The most common place for this is the jugular, although a variation often seen is head
shaking.

Dissect:
Most commonly the dog then begins to rip open the abdominal area of the prey. This is an
important part of the motor pattern, as the prety cannot be consumed until it has been
dissected. Internal organ such as liver, kidney and heart are highly nutritious and the dog will
attempt to eat these parts early as their is still the chance of disruption and losing the entire
meal.

Consume:
The completion of eating the prey.

Motor Patterns in Livestock Guarding Dogs
So which of these parts of the sequence do livestock guardians possess?
Answer = consume.
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What this means is that for a livestock guardian to eat, the meal must be caught and dissected
for them.
Watching very young livestock guarding puppies will allow the careful observer to note that
they do not 'play predator'. The main issue reported in raising puppies without other adult
guardians is the chase part of the sequence, however they are not so much practising the
chase of a predator as the chase motor pattern needed to protect their livestock, and may be
misguided in practicing on the livestock if they are not given adult guardian dogs for
supervision.
It is also important to note that these concepts are complicated and in reality the stages in
the motor pattern sequence are hypertrophied or minimised, whilst in breeds such as the
border collie, some stages are hypertrophied whilst other stages are exaggerated to get a dog
that will round up without continuing to a kill bite.

What is the link between playing fetch and predator motor
patterns?
You may also like to read the section about retriever behaviour to help understand playing
fetch - retriever dogs are about the best dogs for playing fetch, but actually many breeds of
dogs will engage in this play.
Have you ever wondered though why not all dogs will play fetch?
Now to some degree it is an individual dog thing, but it is also linked to the motor patterns
that are bred into certain breeds of dogs - for example it is very uncommon for any individual
in the retriever breeds not to play fetch!
Playing fetch is a motor pattern - there is a sequence and the sequence produces a pleasant
result for the dog, this pleasant result is satisfying and so the dog enjoys playing fetch.
A retriever or any other dog that has a 'soft mouth' is the best for playing fetch as they will not
damage the toy, and will usually give the toy to you easily so that you can repeat the
sequence.
The motor pattern is based on predator behaviour.
You may find this a little hard to believe, as you may be playing with a ball or frisbee or similar
and don't see how that could be at all like hunting prey, but let's examine the motor pattern.
You begin the fetch game by orienting your dog to the object - you hold it up and wave it
and maybe call the dog to you, or the dog is already oriented and brings the object to you.
You notice that your dog is watching the object closely - that's orientation. Now as you
thrown the object the dog follows the object with his eye, even if he is already running after
the object, keeping his attention firmly on it. In the case of throwing a ball or similar, the dog
doesn't get a chance to stalk first, but goes directly into the chase from the eye. Now comes
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the grab-bite part of the sequence, when the chase is complete the dog picks up the object,
rather than attacking and biting into it.
The terrific part for those with these kinds of dogs is the modification that then takes that
motor pattern into causing the dog to return to you and hand over the object, not because
you want it back, but because they know it will allow the sequence to start all over again.
Livestock guarding dogs including maremmas do not possess this predator motor
sequence.
For this reason alone, any typical livestock guardian of any breed will not play fetch! True,
some individuals will play some limited form of fetch, and usually only sometimes and usually
only for 1 or 2 throws, then they will lose interest. Any livestock guardian who plays true fetch
would be a concern to me as to their ability to be trustworthy.
It is interesting that often a maremma will run after an object that is thrown, and have a look,
maybe pick it up and walk away with it, but rarely will the 'fall for it' a second time, preferring
instead to let the human 'play fetch'. I'm quite sure they must be chuckling inside that we are
dumb enough for fall for a trick more than once!

Behaviour patterns in sheepdogs
Following on the previous discussion of the predator motor pattern is how this has been
adapted for the 2 most commonly used types of sheep dogs for rounding up the livestock the header and the heeler. Header sheepdogs are dogs like the border collie.
The motor pattern has been changed with them to exaggerate some stages in the motor
pattern and to hypertrophy or minimise other stages. Their motor pattern should look like:

In this motor pattern the last 3 stages have become exaggerated, and a working sheepdog is
never expected to 'catch' the livestock, but the exaggerated motor pattern allows the
shepherd to direct the dog so that the chase causes the livestock to move where they are
desired. The herding behaviour displayed in this video is very different to the video below of
a heeler. If you continue reading through this site and watch video of maremmas you will
quickly begin to see the huge differences in behaviour.
Heeler sheepdogs are dogs like the blue or red heeler and have quite a different modification
to the motor pattern. Their motor pattern should look like:

The heelers do not spend the time in the early stages of the motor pattern like the headers
do, but are more concerned with rushing in and nipping at heels.
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They are more commonly used with large livestock as their heel nipping rarely causes actual
harm on larger animals, but can damage smaller animals like sheep.

How motor patterns are used to round up livestock
The sheepdog uses these motor patterns by orienting to the stock, eyeing, stalking and
chasing the stock.
They move into the livestocks flight zone, causing the livestock to move away. Now the
interesting part begins - we don't want the dog just chasing the livestock anywhere, and we
don't want the dog to catch the livestock either. This is where the role of the shepherd is
brought into the equation. The shepherd trains the sheep dog to respond to a set of
directions that instruct the dog where to go - around to a side or whatever is needed.
The dog then goes through a kind of dance with the livestock, causing them to bunch up
tightly, and then getting them to move in the desired direction, and keep them bunched up.
The eye is extremely important here as a predator usually hones in on a single animal in the
herd with the intention of taking the motor pattern through to the kill. The sheep dog hones
in on the entire herd, whilst taking directions from the shepherd, to cause the herd to go
where the shepherd desires.
The bond between the shepherd and dog, with the intense training that is given to the dog
allows this dance to proceed with only apparently minimal involvement from the shepherd,
however the dog is being extremely attentive to the shepherd even whilst appearing to be
most attentive towards the livestock, and the signals taught to the dog comprise of very short
simple commands with both voice and body language.

Why don't livestock guardians herd their livestock?
Because livestock guardians do not use 'the eye', nor do they stalk, they are very poor
performers in any attempt to round up livestock.
They are also independent thinkers that are poor performers in taking instructions from a
shepherd - they prefer to act in the way that they deem fit for a given situation! However,
livestock that are well bonded to their guardian can often be 'rounded up' to a good degree,
by calling your dog home. If the dog responds, the livestock are highly likely to follow him.
Quite neat for small holdings, but not a solution for getting livestock into a small holding
yard.

Behaviour patterns in retriever dogs
Retriever dogs are used by hunters rather than farmers and must not be the one to eye, stalk
and chase the prey, and so these sections of the sequence have been hypertrophied or
minimised. Their motor pattern should look like:
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This means that the dog becomes oriented to the environment and the prey that is being
hunted, and to a small degree is eyeing the prey but only to remain oriented in truth. Once
the hunter has shot the prey, the chase takes the dog to the prey and the grab-bite is
exaggerated to have the dog retrieve the prey.
Retrievers are well known for loving a game of fetch as this allows them to act out the motor
pattern that was bred into them - you show them the object allowing them to orient, then
throw the object allowing them a small amount of use of the eye, stalk and chase, but
allowing them the satisfaction of the grab-bite in order to retrieve the object for you.

TRAINING
Training a livestock guardian dog
Maremmas do not need 'training' to do their work as guardian. The following list are the
golden rules of livestock guardian training, and are therefore very useful to remember when
raising a Maremma pup as a Livestock Guardian.
1. DO Allow your Maremma to be a full time livestock guardian dog.
2. DO Allow your Maremma to follow his own instincts.
3. DO NOT allow your Maremma to play with the livestock. Maremmas may however play
with each other.
4. DO NOT allow humans to play physical or chasing games with your Maremma.
5. DO NOT allow your Maremma to be in any territory that is not, or will not become its
own territory.
6. NEVER strike your Maremma with hand or weapon except as a last resort in a serious
dominance conflict.
7. NEVER call your dog away from his guarding duties.
8. NEVER interfere unless to save your dog from imminent death.
9. NEVER pen or chain your Maremma as a punishment or insult.
10. DO NOT expect too much too soon.

It takes 12 - 24 months for a Maremma to become a mature guardian.
The acid test of successful livestock guarding is that the Maremma stays with the herd
because HE wants to,
and not because
YOU want him to.
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Livestock guarding situations
There is a difference in how you raise and socialise a maremma pup depending on your
situation.
Many maremmas are living on "hobby farms", that is less than say 100 acres, usually of mixed
livestock. In these situations, the maremma naturally becomes more of general farm and
family guardian happily, whilst guarding is not impeded at all.
In fact it never ceases to amaze to learn of the many ways maremmas the world around have
so successfully adapted to their different situations and responsibilities. It also depends upon
the degree of threat your stock is under, as to whether you can take the dog from the
property. Many people keeping more than a single dog, on smaller farms find that they can
take one dog to classes or the show, leaving a guardian behind. The maremma who is
devoted to his stock frets when removed from them if he knows they are left vulnerable and
unguarded from threat.
If however, the maremmani are to guard on large properties, they are well advised to have
less socialisation with humans and not to be removed from their livestock for socialisation,
but rather provide socialisation during routine livestock chores, in order to prevent them
viewing a visit to the house as a viable reason for leaving their charges unattended. Do read
through the section on obedience training for livestock guardians. In these situations you
also need to ensure that you have a pack of livestock guarding dogs that can equal the level
of threat. For example if you have large packs of wild dogs, you will need a pack of at least 3
or 4, maybe more maremmas to handle this situation.

The maremma in these images has a guardian role that is very unusual - her owners care for
sick, injured and orphaned Australian wildlife and she cleans and carries the wildlife around in
ways very similar to their mother.
However the maremma should never be treated as a feral dog, that needs little attention.
Hoppers of dry food are indeed practical on large stations. However, the owner stills needs to
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tend the dog regularly, and feed fresh meals on these rounds, the dry food being only a
supplement.
The dogs need to be checked for health condition, wormed and vaccinated regularly, just like
any other canine. You will soon develop a healthy working relationship with your dog in this
situation, by reinforcing that you are the owner of the property, and care for the stock and the
dogs alike, and the dog treats you as a partner.
Their devotion to the stock is a true bond, and to have the respect of a maremma that shares
your farm is one of the most wonderful experiences I have personally known. When raising
my first pups here I was so careful to adhere to all the rules I was taught. It was difficult not to
pick up this gorgeous pup and cuddle it, for my 4 children and me. I loved him, but held back
attention except for his feeding times and times when I was attending to the livestock milking and feeding them.
I don't believe you throw a young pup out in the paddock and off he goes! In fact anyone
surely with an ounce of common sense would understand that this is far from the case.

Bonding puppies to livestock
The one critical thing when raising puppies to bond to livestock to protect them full time is to
successfully bond those pups to their flock - this means that both the pup feels it is a part of
the flock and that the flock feel the same way. In other words, this is a dual process, not just
bonding the pup but bonding the entire flock.
This may mean separating a smaller amount of livestock from your flock if you have a large
property and choosing calmer, gentler animals in a smaller area, close to your supervision to
make this process smoother, and safer for the pup.
Livestock that are scared of the pup and so attack or react violently to the pup can easily and
seriously hurt a pup that only weighs 10kg.
A startled livestock may even accidentally stand on or kick a young pup, so care in the early
weeks is critical. Even if the physical damage is not too serious, it can cause psychological
damage to the pup who now fears the livestock. It is certainly best to buy a pup from a
livestock guarding situation so that the pup has already learned a lot about interacting with
livestock with the help of its mother or other adult dogs.
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The ideal then is to provide a smaller area, from which you can always see the livestock and
pup, and reach them without much effort if you are needed.
It may be very worthwhile investing in a crate, or at least being able to close your pup in a
shed inside this area.
The first week is one of the most critical for getting everyone acquainted and the pup used to
the new surroundings. Keeping some distance through use of a crate or shed at this time
ensures the pup is safe. The first introductions are probably then best done with the pup on a
long lead so that you are able to watch the situation and intervene easily if needed.
Walk about, interact with the livestock if they are easy to be close to (dairy animals will usually
allow a lot of touch and attention, but many livestock won't be this way), and talk to all the
animals in a quiet, friendly voice, encouraging the pup to just walk about and be calm.
There is no completely hard and fast rule to how much interaction, how often, and how long
it will take to let the pup out unattended.
You have to use a lot of powers of observation to weigh up how both the pup and the
livestock are responding together. You may need to remove some livestock, change some, or
add some more as the process progresses.
I would not recommend you try having puppies in with a goat that is kidding unless you have
plenty of experience both with goats and with livestock guardians! Does that are bonded to
their guardians can still become very protective when giving birth and young pups could be
injured, however the doe in this video doesn't show any sign of caring that she has both dogs,
puppies and other goats all very close to the event.
A good way to remember this is – don’t leave babies with babies and expect maturity!

Packs of guardians working together
We consider dogs to be animals that naturally are used to living in packs.
This means that the maremma is a social creature who will benefit from having other
maremmas to interact with and work together with. The livestock guardian situation is no
exception to this rule, and although it is common in some countries with small holdings and
hobby farms to people to want to purchase just one puppy to be the sole guardian, it is not
how these dogs were originally bred to work and it is not truly a practical situation. Consider
that if you have packs of predators in your area, how is a single guardian going to stand a
chance?
Hunting packs are known to show some initiative by sending some scouts to lure a single
livestock guardian away from the flock, so that whilst the guardian attempts to attend to
these predators, the pack can move in for a kill with no guardian dog to contend with at all.
If you have a pack of guardians, then one dog can certainly leave the pack to investigate
scouting predators, but the flock remains guarded whilst this possible threat is checked.
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Another important point is that not every dog is the same, and a pack of dogs can allow your
dogs to cover a lot of tasks that fall the to role of 'livestock guardian'. This topic is discussed in
more detail in the temperament section.
A huge benefit of having a pack of maremmas (any more than 2 maremmas becomes a small
pack) is that you have dogs that can correct behaviour in pups and teach pups or new young
dogs what is or isn't allowed.
Having excellent temperament adults already guarding your livestock makes introducing a
new pup or dog to the flock so much easier as there is 24 hour surveillance already in place.

How many maremmas do you need?
You will have to do the math on this question for yourself, but a good way of working this out
is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

what is the size of your property?
how many paddocks is this divided into?
how many paddocks are used for livestock at any one time?
how many livestock do you have?
how many are in each paddock at a time if you have multiple paddocks?
what is the predator threat?

Answering these questions is the first step as these all work together to get your ideal
number of guardians.
For example, a small 50 acre property with 50 sheep whose main predator threat is lone
dingoes or eagles would probably be well covered with 2 or 3 maremmas.
A 500 acre property with 2 paddocks of livestock of approximately 200-300 in each, with
packs of wild dogs and pigs in the area might need 4 or 5 maremmas per paddock.
Another consideration is if you only have 2 guardians, what would happen if one were to be
lost suddenly, would the remaining dog cope alone until you can find a new dog?

Raising 2 pups with livestock
One of the main disadvantages to raising 2 pups with livestock without the supervision of
adult dogs is that it is solely up to you to detect the duo playing with the livestock too
roughly.
This is extremely difficult as you cannot be around 24 hours per day to do this and nipping
play behaviour in the bud is the most crucial strategy.
2 pups together are more likely to begin to play rough with livestock than one pup on its
own, and to accidentally cause more damage.
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If you have adult livestock guardians, they will teach the young pups how to behave, as they
will protect the livestock from this boisterous behaviour, and not only that, they will do this in
a way that pup will totally understand.
A single pup may still display play behaviour with the livestock, but this is often corrected by
removing any favourite livestock he is attempting to play with or putting in some more
assertive livestock who will not tolerate this from the pup.
What frequently happens when you have 2 pups and no adults is that the pups start a game
together which progresses to including the livestock, and it is more difficult for the livestock
to stop this against 2 pups than against 1.
It is well worth noting that a pup that attempts play with livestock is actually showing great
promise that they are bonding well to the stock, they just don't understand that this type of
play which is appropriate with other pups or older dogs, is not appropriate with their
livestock.
They are viewing their livestock as littermates or part of their pack.

One needs to understand that a pup is a pup - it is not a mature dog that has experience and
mature judgement, so a pup is likely to make mistakes.
A pup that makes mistakes is not 'naughty' it is simply making mistakes and needs to learn
what is appropriate and what is not.
This is why it is important to raise young pups in a smaller area, with fewer livestock where
you can see them as much and as often as possible, so that you are able to monitor their
behaviour.
Play behaviour is also most likely to occur mornings and evenings, so careful monitoring at
this time of day is critical to you observing if they are beginning any play behaviour.
If you can correct this behaviour earlier rather than later your correction will be
achieved more quickly and without livestock actually being injured.
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GETTING READY FOR YOUR FIRST MAREMMA PUP
Shelter
The sun can be extremely hot for the maremma. True their coat provides insulation from heat,
but a maremma without shelter can become heat distressed easily. The shelter does not need
to be elaborate, simply having shade trees may be enough for the sun, but it is essential.
You probably have some kind of shelter for your livestock and if so this will be sufficient for
your dog as well, and mostly the dog would rather be in the middle of the herd or flock
anyway. Maremmas often don't much like to use a kennel because they like to be able to see
clearly around them in order to protect their livestock.
A maremma will often happily sleep out in the rain, frost and sometime even he snow,
however shelter is still needed and they will always take that shelter when they want it.
It is imperative that fresh, clean water is always available to your dog from the smallest of
pup. Maremmas often drink a surprising amount of water.

Have everything ready before your pup arrives
Before you get your pup, make a conscious decision to put everything you can into raising
this pup into the best guardian dog possible.
Think about what you will need and have it ready before the pup arrives - a fenced secure
area that can hold some livestock, with a good sheltered area that only the pup can get into
so he can 'get away' from the livestock if they seem a bit overwhelming for him at first.
A short and long lead are useful for walking the pup around as he gets to know his new home
and livestock.
Water and feed bowls and plan what you will be feeding him, when and where.
Think about how you go about your work on the property and how you can use opportunities
as you work to give your pup new experiences and training.
Be prepared to spend time with your pup every single day - this pup is an investment
and the way you invest in your pup will have a direct result in the mature animal you
end up with.
Have a training routine worked out - decide what commands you will use and what you will
teach first and how you will ensure you don't teach him the opposite of what you intend - for
example think about your farm gates and how you will teach the pup to stand back whilst
you enter or wait for you to go through a gate first so that you don't accidentally teach him
that it is fine to barge through any open gap.
In other words, if you put some thought into preparing your property, yourself and any family
or workers that will be involved with this pup then you are setting that dog up to succeed!
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Start with your new pup or dog by always walking him on a lead.
This is critical to ensure that the pup is under your control (a long lead or even a lunge rope
can be great to give some freedom) until you are certain of what will happen if the dog is off
lead. Take the pup walking with you around the pasture, amongst the livestock and simply
around boundaries. Ensure the pup remains calm and is not allowed to jump, rush, bark at
stock, pull on you or attempt to just run off.
This is again a good time for chatting and sing song voice, enjoying a pleasant time together.
Where this really becomes important is that this gives you the opportunity to teach some
basic commands and your voice will be different when using commands. Your tone should
not be harsh for the commands but it should be more definite - not the sing song tone. You
can do some basic obedience training but also some important training on real reasons for
commands you may have already been teaching like 'gentle', 'slow', or 'wait'.
It is hard to say how long you will need to train your first dog with a lead this way as you will
slowly give more freedom to your pup in accordance with how well he is responding.
The main thing that needs to be stressed is that you do not want to rush a pup!
If you do, and the pup begins to go through fences to get to the house, begins to chase
livestock or some other problem arises, you will likely have to go back to square one with
your training and take it even more slowly.
So rushing at first could spread out a pup learning something to taking months instead of
weeks. It is better to go a little slow and feel confident in what your pup has learned to
achieved than to feel frustrated at being back at the beginning through your own haste. Let
your pup earn his way forward.
A good measurement of how your pup is maturing is how your pup behaves around you
and the other regular people on your property.
If you notice that your pup is calm with you, even when very pleased to see you arrive in the
paddock, the pup has learned not to mouth at you, doesn't try to jump on you, and is polite
with gates and doors, then whilst you may not be certain the pup is behaving perfectly with
the livestock yet, you can bet that if the pup is mouthing, pushing and jumping on you, he
will be doing this to the livestock and this is dangerous.
In the same way you need to show respect to your maremma.
Teaching respect and manners to a young small pup is critical as you do NOT want to find
yourself in a confrontation with a 50 or 60kg dog that you can't win. Understand that this pup
will grow into a powerful dog, a dog that was bred to defend against formidable predators
such as wolves and bears, and you should understand that polite manners are the most
important and only real training a maremma pup needs.
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Establish a relationship with your pup.
Your dog should trust you - you should be able to touch that dog all over.
From the very day your pup arrives home you should start this as a routine and continue it
daily for the first 4 weeks or so:
•
•
•
•
•

Put your fingers into the dog’s mouth, feel the teeth, lift his lips and look at the gums.
Check his eyes, but don’t try to put your fingers in them
Check his ears, flip them over and look inside the ears and touch over the outsides.
Roll him on his side, then onto his back and feel his stomach, ribs and under his front
legs - his armpits.
Rub your hand down his legs while he is lying there and put your fingers between his
toes and touch each of his nails.

Use your sing song voice whilst doing this - don't force anything, but also don't allow the pup
to stop you. Anything the pup is particularly unhappy about, keep it short and reassure him.
However take note of these things and ensure that within a week of him arriving you have
worked in those areas and have him calmly accepting your touch.
As time progresses expand your routine so that you can and do touch every part of his body.
You will find that it becomes a natural part of your daily interaction to check your dog
over.
This routine does not have to take very long, but it has a few really important reasons behind
it:
•
•
•
•
•

You are setting up a lifelong situation whereby you can always do anything needed to
you dog for the sake of heath or safety.
This kind of routine has saved the life of many a dog because the owner knows his dog
intimately and notices minor changes immediately.
You are able to conduct a quick, easy health check, looking for parasites, grass seeds,
wounds, hot spots etc
You will get to know everything about your dog and spot any change very quickly
Your dog learns to trust you by physically submitting all of his body to you.

From early in, encourage the other people on your property including children if there are
any to do the same thing. It doesn’t need to take a lot of time, but it does need to be done
regularly and from the start.
You never know once this dog has grown when a situation could arise and who will be there,
so if the dog and all people are used to and comfortable with each other it becomes easy.
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Obedience training for livestock guardians
If you have a maremma that is going to be guarding livestock full time there is no real need to
attend obedience classes, UNLESS you have no idea how to go about obedience training.
However, many obedience schools do not understand the maremma and are not always
great at achieving this training.

Firstly the maremma is highly intelligent and therefore they actually learn the
commands very quickly.

Secondly, the maremma is an independent thinker and do not feel any need to perform
to the wishes of another, even you as their owner.
For this reason, maremmas often respond extremely well to being taught a command such as
'sit', but if you expect them to attend a class and repeatedly go over and over this command
you are unlikely to be successful.
The maremma is likely to display an attitude of 'I know what you want, I got it, and I'm not
going to just keep repeating it because you demand it, that is not reasonable'.
Many obedience school instructors will then demand that you must take control of your dog
and such ideas and you are more likely to end with a maremma that has no desire to be
involved in any training.
You are far better off learning how to obedience train a dog, then have very short enjoyable
sessions with your maremma in the paddock with the livestock.
The maremma however is noted for not responding well to the 'stay' and 'come'
commands.
As an independent thinker, the maremma does not always feel it is reasonable to be told to
stay or come.
It is probably more reasonable to aim for a situation where
•
•

•

your maremma will sit on command and allow you to carry out any health checks or
procedures needed
your maremma will come when needed, but you will allow that if the dog is attending
to any guarding tasks it may not come immediately just because you call it your
maremma will walk politely on lead if this is needed
your maremma will get into a car if needed and can travel without stress or car
sickness your maremma can be handled by other people if you have introduced
them
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This means you are more concerned with having a dog that is manageable and social enough
for any situation that may arise, but is not a blindly obedient pet dog that relies on you for
each move it should make and what is acceptable.

Socialising Livestock Guardian Puppies
In the section on Socialising puppies the importance of lots of exposure to situations,
environments, people and animals is discussed.
This is not able to be done the same way if you have a puppy that is to be a full time livestock
guardian, however it is still critical for guardian pups to receive socialisation to develop
emotional maturity.
One of the major differences is that you can't just take your pup from its livestock and go off
on outings to socialise.
At any rate, the idea of doing this with a pup is so that it becomes a dog you can take
anywhere - and this is not the kind of dog you are raising as a livestock guardian - you are
raising a dog that will stay with it's herd or flock at all times!
What has happened however with some of the methods that are used to raise livestock
guarding puppies is to pretty much exclude them from all socialisation and the result has
been maladjusted dogs who become stressed at anything out of the normal, do not tolerate
people well (sometimes do not really even tolerate their owners well) and can become
aggressive.
This can then become a dangerous situation when people need to be in the paddocks or the
dog needs veterinary attention!

Socialising with people
From a young age you need to let your pup experience meeting and interacting with a variety
of people including children. Obviously you want your dog to protect the stock from people
intruding to steal or harm the stock, but don't confuse that with thinking this means your dog
must not tolerate people at all. Maremmas and other livestock guardians who do not live
with stock and are highly socialised, they may attend shows, they may be therapy dogs,
whatever the situation, can be outgoing, friendly dogs.
But just watch someone appear threatening to their human flock and you see that
protectiveness is a totally different thing to being well socialised.
In fact, I would rather a well socialised dog become ready to protect than an
unsocialised dog.
Which one do you think will handle this better???
The main point is that you need to take the people to your dog to do this socialising.
If you bring your pup out of the paddock, to another area, and initiate a fun, social, playful
time with visitors, what do you think will happen when the next visitors arrive? I'm sure you
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realise the answer is - the pup will turn it's attention to the likelihood of going out again for a
social visit with these people, and may attempt to leave the paddock if you aren't coming to
get him.

Follow this type of regime:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take the people to the paddock, ask them to wait to be let in
Walk through the gate before the visitors and proceed to 'give an introduction' (you
are letting the pup know that you are ok with these people coming in)
Allow the pup to investigate the people in his own time, and suggest they stay calm
and fairly still so the pup can do this
Allow the people to pet and interact with your pup in a calm and friendly way
Allow the people to interact with the livestock if this is applicable and desired
When you leave, do not allow the visitors to pet the pup through the fence or gate,
but simply calmly leave
Do NOT allow:
o petting the pup through the fence or gate,
o anyone, family or visitors, to play rough games with your pup
o the pup to jump up on anyone, even you
o chasing games with anyone

You do not want your dog to play rough with his flock, therefore remaining calm and not
initiating rough and chase oriented play with him yourself (or allowing others to do so) is the
most effective way of preventing your pup initiating this behaviour with his livestock.

Socialising with animals
From as early an age as possible you need to get your pup socialising with whatever animals
are on your farm, and some will need more supervision and direction from you than
others. For example, you have to watch a young pup with chickens as they are frail and prone
to flighty behaviour that could cause injury or death if the pup responds too enthusiastically.
Similarly large livestock such as cattle could seriously injure a pup without meaning to. If you
have a mixed small farm, you will want to expose your pup to everything that goes on as early
as possible - equipment running, all the animals and situations.
This is where lead training can be so important as you can keep your pup on lead or long lead
whilst the pup gets used to everything and learns boundaries and the differences between
the types of animals you have. It's also important that the other animals are able to learn to
socialise with your pup.
If you had a herd of goats for example that have only ever experienced dogs as predators,
they will need to learn to accept your pup as no threat and a part of their family. Refer to the
section on bonding puppies to livestock for further information.

Basic Training
Train your pup to walk on lead as early as possible.
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Even though you are not going to be walking your livestock guardian in public, you may need
to put your dog on a lead for a variety of reasons at some point, and the dog should find this
normal and comfortable.
Often when bonding a young pup to livestock it is effective to put the pup on a long lead
attached to your waist whilst you are doing chores in the paddocks. This allows easy control
to pull the pup back for safety, or to disrupt undesirable behaviour. I
t is most amazing to a pup that from all the way over there you can seem to stop him racing
after a chicken or young lamb, and they associate the lead stopping them with the behaviour
more than with you.
Train your pup in basic commands such as sit, wait and come.
A livestock guardian was originally a companion to the shepherd who watched over the flock,
and as such there was always an easy interaction between them. Your dog should enjoy to
see you and others he knows approaching the paddock and be happy to interact with you
there.
Similarly your dog should then be happy that after a while you will leave again and he is
happy to stay with his flock because he wants to be with them.
A mature dog to help out If you have a mature guardian dog already and introduce a new
pup, so much of the work is done for you! Of course you had to do that work for the mature
dog when it was a pup.
This dog will handle social situations with the livestock, both from the perspective of the pup
being safe and the livestock being safe.
Maremmas are "manners police" and really demand that everyone plays nice, so a pup
learns great boundaries with a mature dog overseeing, and you can relax a little.

More than one guardian
There are many people with smallholding farms that have multiple guardians on the property
and successfully take some of their dogs out to shows or social outings.
This situation is being mentioned because many people who are new to the livestock
guardian breeds and looking for advice find this confusing and contradictory, and in many
ways it is!
However, this type of situation is for an experienced owner, it is not the way you would start
with your first pup and it will not work on large farms with heavy predator threat.
The owner would never remove every guardian dog from the property and go out for the day,
this would leave the stock at risk.
However on a smaller property, if there were several guarding dogs and the owner took one
or a pair to a show for the day, and the remaining dogs are enough to cover the property,
then well socialised dogs handle this very well.
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TRAINING PUPPIES
The most common training needs people have for puppies in general are in the areas
of: House training Crate training Barking training Lead training Obedience training

House training
The key to house training your puppy is to attempt to PREVENT mistakes.
Dogs are clean animals and do not like to soil places where they sleep and eat, however a
house is a large area to a puppy and they need to learn that it is not the appropriate place to
go. Remember your puppy does not give any forethought to this, when they need to go, they
go! Don't concern yourself over the odd mistake, be ready that if you are bringing a puppy
into your house, there is going to be a training period and that means mistakes during this
period, especially if you are not paying attention to your pups routines and cues. If you are
not at home with your puppy, don't leave him in the house!
Developing a schedule is the best method - feed in a routine and provide opportunities for
relieving in a routine.
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

don't allow a young, untrained puppy free run of an entire house
use a crate or penned area for your puppy when you are not actively doing things with
the puppy (your puppy is less likely to want to soil this smaller area that he spends a
lot of his time in)
take your puppy outside to a particular designated area every hour and relax, giving
him the chance to eliminate, don't worry too much if he doesn't every time
you can try walking in circles around that area and choose a particular word or two
words that you always repeat at this time which the puppy can begin to associate with
this task (something like, "time now")
when your puppy begins to eliminate, repeat the words in a friendly tone, like you are
encouraging him
when complete, give him plenty of praise and act very happy
you can now allow some inside playtime with or for your puppy allowing him to
investigate the main house areas, but remember to bring him back to his pen or crate
after 20 minutes or so to prevent accidents
always take your puppy outside to the designated area after his meal or large drinks of
water
don't feed your puppy too close to his bedtime
be prepared to set your alarm and get up through the night to take your puppy
outside (this won't last too long but you want to ensure your pup does not start off by
eliminating in his bedding at night) Some puppies may need you to get up twice a
night in the first week or so)
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As your puppy matures over the first 4 weeks or so, you get to know each other quite well and
you will start to pick up on little cues from your puppy as to when he may need to go, and
your puppy begins to pick up on cues from you that you are going to offer him the
opportunity to go.
You can take the training to the next level of teaching your puppy to ask you to let him out.
•
•
•
•

If you notice the pup showing cues, repeat your command you decided on (like "time
now") in a questioning tone
If the pup ignores you, let him be for 5 minutes, but watch for cues
If he responds, let him out and head to the door repeating your command
Remember to praise him whenever he responds and eliminates outside

Coping with mistakes
You need to always stay calm and ensure you do not reinforce mistakes with punishment!
•

•

if you find a mistake in the house do not rub his nose in it or engage in any other
punishments. No matter what you think, your puppy has no way to connect
eliminating in a spot in the house 10 minutes ago with having his face rubbed in it.
People often say, oh no, he knows he did wrong you should have seen his face and
him slink away. IN FACT your puppy knows by your body language and tone that you
are unhappy and something bad is about to befall him ...
if you find your puppy making the mistake STAY CALM... do not shout, grab him or hit
him
o what will happen, is that he will
§ associate something bad happening when he eliminates with you
nearby
§ become less calm about eliminating out in the designated area with
you with him
§ learn to sneak so he eliminates when you are not around (which means
he will eliminate inside the house!
o mistakes are best ignored so that they do not become a cause of stress or
anxiety for your pup, whilst successes are reinforced by lots of praise and
connection with your command words (in fact they are less stressful for you
too if you stay calm)
o remember you may have caused some of his mistakes by forgetting the time
and leaving him too long, or feeding him and not taking him straight outside

Crate training
Crate training is not at all cruel, in fact it can provide your puppy with is own private area
which they grow to love and feel secure in. Keep this in mind when crate training your puppy,
it's the key to success! A crate is NEVER a punishment tool.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Place the crate in a penned off area or small room with the door open so the puppy
can go in and out investigating however he wants
Place a blanket or bedding in the crate to make it more inviting
Feed all meals in the crate with the door open
Put a chew toy in the crate with the door closed so the puppy will want to get in, and
leave closed for a while, then open the door and let him in.
Occasionally place small treats in the crate for him to 'find'
Only when your puppy is comfortable in the crate should you start closing the door
while he eats, but only leave it closed for a short time - less than 30 seconds at the
start
Gradually increase the amount of time the door is shut, but it won't be for long as once
your puppy finishes his meal you are going to take him outside to eliminate
Begin putting him in the crate with a chew toy or treat once you feel he is very
comfortable with the crate and ensure you are always around and in sight.
Take your pups cues to work out how long is comfortable, but don't rush to open the
door if he cries, simply calmly come and open it then ignore him as he comes out of
the crate so as not to reinforce his distress

Barking
Barking is normal dog behaviour, and most people understand and tolerate some level of
barking in some situations. Livestock guarding dogs are known to use barking as part of their
guarding duties. Excessive barking however becomes a problem for people and is a sign that
the dog may be stressed and/or bored. Determining WHY your dog is barking is the key
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factor to dealing with it correctly. Livestock guarding dogs in areas of high predation by
other dogs may well bark a lot more than others, and the barking may well be justified from
the position of protecting your livestock.

Why do dogs bark?
There are a variety of reasons for dogs to bark:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

express a need
marking territory
alert of danger
excitement
separation anxiety
fun and amusement
contact with other dogs or animals
stress or discomfort
attention seeking

Controlling excessive barking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

clear and consistent communication with your dog
do NOT yell at your dog (you are just barking back which reinforces the behaviour)
do NOT let the dog inside (you have just given him the attention or shown him he can
get you to let him in by barking)
teach a command such as "Quiet" that can be rewarded when the dog stops barking
reassuring the dog that some object of his attention is not in fact a threat
ensure your dog gets adequate exercise and socialising so he is not bored and unable
to release pent up energy in constructive ways
socialise your dog so that he is calm with people and animals

Lead training
This is a critical skill that will make your entire life with your dog so much easier, less stressful
and safe. Start this training as early as possible and use a very light weight lead and collar
that fits comfortably.
•
•
•
•
•

Place the collar on your pup at a time he is a little distracted.
If he tries to dislodge and remove it, ignore him until he settles and forgets it before
taking it off.
Repeat this several times over a couple of days until he is comfortable with the collar.
Attach the leash - let him inspect it first or whilst attached, and don't attempt to walk
him yet, just let him forget it and become comfortable with it on.
When you feel he is ready, pick up the lead and just walk about a bit, encouraging the
puppy to follow you anyway, not pulling the puppy along with the lead.
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•
•
•
•
•

Give him plenty of praise and pats to encourage him.
If he strains on the leash, just stop walking, and crouch calling him back to you, and
praise him for responding.
Do not yank on the lead or pull him to you, teach him that he needs to come to you
and be by your side.
Set off walking again and repeat as needed.
It won't take too long doing this inside the house or backyard until you can attempt to
take your pup out in public on a lead.

OBEDIENCE TRAINING
Setting boundaries is the most critical part of raising a child and raising a puppy.
Boundaries give a framework that can be relied on, and becomes foundational to everything
the comes your way over the whole of your puppies lifetime.
Obedience training is the way you can set boundaries with your puppy and whilst it does not
solve behavioural problems, it provides a line of communication between you both that is the
foundation for solving problems.
You also need to keep in mind that nearly all "behavioural problems" in dogs are actually
normal canine behaviour that is happening at the wrong time or in the wrong situation or
place. Even the simplest commands such as come, sit, down and stay can become life saving,
literally.
Obedience training must be a fun activity for your puppy and for yourself. Every dog, and
different breeds of dogs are able to enjoy different amounts of training time and repetition,
so take cues from your puppy and do not let training become unenjoyable or a chore for
either of you.
It is better to spend 5 minutes training together twice a day having fun than half an
hour feeling bored or frustrated.
What will also happen is you will reinforce the wrong behaviours without meaning to.
Enrol in a dog training school if you do not understand how to train your puppy correctly.
Starting with a puppy preschool will give you a lot of tips and the basics of starting your
training and may give you the confidence to work with your pup on your own. If you have a
good training school near you, it will be more enjoyable to attend classes, it will reinforce and
expand on socialising opportunities and give you feedback on your progress. Of course you
will be practising along with your pup in between classes as well.
Different people also have different needs depending on the social situation, but don't ever
feel that it is not necessary to do any kind of training with your pup - do it now whilst he is a
pup, rather than correcting the situation later.
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The most important aspect of training is REWARD GOOD BEHAVIOUR.
Rewards may be in the form of food treats, but praise is nearly always just as effective and
sometimes more effective.
The second most important aspect of training is NEVER TO PUNISH incorrect behaviour.
Certainly reprimand with a short sharp tone of voice, but this is to obtain the dogs attention.
Redirect the dog to something appropriate, then reward when he responds correctly so that
he is having the correct behaviour reinforced rather than the incorrect behaviour.
There is a fair amount of confusion for many people over what a dog can and can't
understand when we talk to them.
It is true - dogs have no concept of language the way we do as humans. However they do
have some concept of language - they recognise phonics more than actual meaning. This
means if I name my dog Fred, he will learn his name and when I call out Fred he will respond.
However if I called out bread in the same tone, he would respond the same way too, he
doesn't have enough grasp to hear the difference. But if I said to a friend, I'm need to grab
some bread at the shops, he would not respond. This is because the dog hears language as a
mixture of phonics, tone of voice, body language and context. So he responds to me calling
Fred because I'm using a single word, it's in a certain tone and its quite separated from the
other noises I am making.
So a dog can actually 'know' a lot of words or have a wide vocabulary, but its important to
understand that tone of voice and body language are part of his learning words you wish to
use for commands. If you think about this as you train your pup your job will be accomplished
faster and easier.
In reality, it does not matter one bit what words you want to choose f any given command.
Many are quite standardly used such as 'sit' or 'come', but you can decide your own, just make
your decision before you start training and stick to them to make life easier.
Don't try to teach your new pup too many commands at once. Start with a few and add to
them as the pup learns some well, and don't attempt to do long repetitious training sessions
as maremmas get bored with this very quickly and will refuse to comply. This will often seem
that the dog is stubborn or even stupid, but its likely just a maremma. I fact they tend to learn
extremely fast, they just don't like to repeat a command over and over.
The last important key to teaching commands to any dog is to be consistent - always!

Recall
the main point in this training is to ensure you do not teach your puppy NOT TO COME
•
•
•

if a puppy (or even as an older dog) is able to not come, they learn incredibly fast that
it is more rewarding to them to repeat that behaviour
always reward your dog for coming
never call your dog in order to punish the dog for something else
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•
•

don't let your puppy learn that coming to you means the end of something it was
enjoying
never have your puppy out without a lead unless you have consistent effective recall
established (or you will teach your puppy not to come)

Sit
This is probably one of the easiest things to teach your puppy and could be the first real task
you teach and succeed teaching your new puppy.
•

•

•

•

If your puppy is food/treat oriented an easy method is to hold a treat above his head
so he looks up, then slowly move it backwards, so that he finds himself lowering his
behind to the ground. Make sure you repeat the command such as "SIT" whilst doing
this. When he is in a sitting position, give him the treat of course.
Another method if you don't want to use treats is to put one hand under the chin and
one on the rump. Raise the head whilst pressing the rump down and saying the
command.
With either method it is easy as the pup learns the move into a sitting position at your
voice to use the raising of the hand slowly into the air as a visual cue. Most dogs learn
visual cues even better than auditory ones, and you can soon have your pup sitting for
you simply by hand signal. This is effective when out in a noisy environment.
Always praise your pup lavishly when he gets into the sitting position.

Drop
Once your puppy will sit on command it is fairly straight forward to take this to the next level
of down or drop.
•

•

•

•

If you are using treats, get your pup to sit, but instead of giving the treat, praise the
pup then slowly lower the treat to the ground in front of the pup and give the
command such as "DROP". The pup needs to drop onto the ground for the treat, not
stand up and bend the head down. I
f you are not using treats, get your pup to sit, then speaking the command, place your
hand behind the front paws and slowly pull the forward so the pup slides to the
ground.
As the pup learns this command, instead of placing the treat to the ground or bringing
the feet forward, do the opposite hand motion to the one for sit - with hand raised,
bring the hand downwards, repeating the command.
Always praise your pup lavishly when he gets into position.

Stay
Once you puppy can sit and drop, you may wish to add the command to stay.
•
•
•

Have your puppy sit or drop and praise him for doing this correctly
Let him move away
Repeat the sit or drop, but now wait a few second before praising (now you are
praising him for staying in position)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Let him move away
Repeat this, but each time wait a little longer before praising
If the dog moves off, make a noise like "aah-aah", let him go, no praise, then repeat
again
This may take several sessions before your pup will stay in position until praised for a
bit of time, that's fine
Once the pup will stay for 30 seconds or so, begin to add the command "STAY" to the
process, holding your hand in the stop position
You are now progressing your pup to learning a new command and hand signal,
rather than prolonging the praise on a command that he knew

Increasing Duration, Distance and adding Distractions
This is when the stay command becomes more complicated and I would not expect a young
puppy under 4 months old to be ready for this stage, so be patient.
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Add only one new variable at a time.
Start with Duration - work slowly and patiently on increasing the amount of time the
pup will simply stay
Once your pup will stay for a few minutes at a time, you can increase the distance that
you place between yourself and the puppy. Do this slowly, and don't try to continue
extending the duration.
Move slowly away from your puppy by taking backwards steps, so that you are not
turning and walking away from your puppy, you are simply becoming further away.
Don't move a great distance at a time, and slowly increase this distance over a period
of training sessions.
Once you feel your puppy is mastering this well, you can move the sessions to a new
area where there are some distractions, but ensure you have your puppy on a lead!
Once again keep your expectations small at the first sessions and don't attempt to
increase the duration or distance at all, and lavish praise on your pup for the correct
behaviour.
When your pup really seems to have this command mastered, you can create a really
fun game of putting him in a stay, then going and hiding, and calling out the
command to release and the puppy has to come and hunt you out.

We have all marvelled at the dog that will sit outside a shopping centre door and wait for his
owner for long periods of time, no matter what distractions are around. Of course your puppy
won't do this, but starting the training young, working at it patiently and turning it into a
game will allow you to have a mature dog that will be capable of such feats.

Puppy mouthing and biting
Many people use the method of saying "Ouch" in a high pitched voice, but really any high
pitched sounds with the 'ch' sound will actually mimic another puppy being hurt even
better.
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Another great method that I have used with dogs is to teach them a positive command
instead. I use tiny pieces of food either in my fingers or on a fork (yes on a fork like you would
eat off!).
•
•
•

•
•
•

Offer it to the puppy and encourage the puppy to take the piece very gently saying
"GENTLE" to them.
Only release the piece of food when they are being gentle. The fork is good because it
is unpleasant for the puppy to try to grab and bite down on the fork.
Once they get the hang of this, if your puppy begins to play rough with you with his
mouth, you can pull back and say "GENTLE" and the pup knows the command and can
be praised now for being gentle with you.
I have also then used the same idea, using a fork, when a new dog comes into the
family. Certainly not until everyone has had good introductions and are calm!
Line the dogs up with the sit command. Have some small food pieces in a bowl, then
feed each dog in a random order, encouraging every dog to sit still and wait their turn.
If they are used to this kind of feeding, they know they will get a share, but they see
that the new dog is included and that they have to accept that you are going to feed
the new dog this way as well.

I have found this a truly helpful method of training some good manners into dogs.

Excuse me:
This is probably one of my favourite commands. I use this command for teaching a dog not
to barge - not through doors or gates not through narrow hallways or even in open pastures.
Again you can use any word you like, I've always enjoyed just quietly saying excuse me, and
watching people's faces, as my dogs politely step inside and slightly behind me!
To teach this command firstly you will either need your pup on a lead or inside a shed using
and internal doorway or hallway.
As you approach the door, gate, narrowing or whatever you are using, if the pup attempts to
get in front of you use your knee to push the pup sideways with enough force to stop him but
not enough to put him to the floor, and at the same time say firmly EXCUSE ME!
Stand still and if the pup attempts to come in front of you again (the door or gate is still
closed) block him with that knee thrust and repeat the command.
Now open the door or continue to move down the narrow hallway. Again if the pup attempts
to come in front repeat the push aside and command.
Always stop a moment, this helps to reinforce that no progress is being made forward, and
deliberately starts the proceeding again making the pup focus more.
Walk through the gate or door, and then allow the pup to come through after you, but not
then race ahead of you either. This particular command can be applied in lots of situations
where you want the pup to be polite and is worth taking he time to teach.
It can also save a dogs life if he has learned never to just race through doors or gates.
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CONCLUSION
The maremma is different to other dogs and understanding these differences and working
with them is the key to raising a trustworthy, attentive and protective livestock guardian or a
relaxed and confident companion.
•
•
•

Socialising your maremma no matter what role he is to play is critical for ensuring a
confident dog that can cope with a wide range of situations.
Basic obedience training is equally critical for your maremma to be managed easily in
any situation.
Preventing play behaviour is the most important factor in preventing a teenager
maremma from incorrect behaviour.

This book provides a wealth of information on how maremmas work and how to work with
them and is the culmination of over 20 years of experience with the breed both in livestock
guarding situations and in companion situations.
This book is derived from the content located at www.maremmano.com where you can
always find more information and the site is revised and expanded whenever possible.
The web site contains many videos to assist in demonstrating topics that are discussed in this
book.
Don’t try to ‘go it alone’!
There is an online community available where you can talk with the author of
maremmano.com and of this book, and more importantly with a wide range of other
maremma owners in all kinds of situations around the world. These wonderful people will
help you raise you pup in your own situation by providing support through the community
and your stories of success and calls for assistance in turn provide resources for new
maremma owners after you.
In fact, no matter how many maremmas one owns, there is always more to learn!
The community is located at:
http://maremmano-dog-world.com/maremma_community/
Registration is free, and the resources there include:
•
•
•
•
•

Forum for publicly talking to community members
Private 1 – 1 messaging in real time chat or leaving messages
Social network section for making friends and talking
Public chat rooms to gather and talk in real time
Video chatting is available both 1 – 1 and in chat rooms

I look forward to meeting you there!
Katrina Jeffery
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